The traditional justification for intellectual property (IP) rights has been utilitarian. We grant exclusive rights because we think the world will be a better place as a result. But what evidence we have doesn't fully justify IP rights in their current form. Rather than following the evidence and questioning strong IP rights, more and more scholars have begun to retreat from evidence toward what I call faith-based IP, justifying IP as a moral end in itself rather than on the basis of how it affects the world. I argue that these moral claims are ultimately unpersuasive and a step backward in a rational society. ucLA LAW rEVIEW 62 UCLA L. Rev. 1328Rev. (2015 
We live in an age of reason. Or at least, we're supposed to. Science has explained most of the things that in a prior era seemed like magic or the will of the gods, from the seasons to lightning and thunder to the diversity of the natural world. And even when science leads us to things that themselves seem magicalthe curvature of light, quantum entanglement, or tens of millions of transistors loaded onto a tiny chip-they nonetheless work according to the predictable, if not always logical-seeming, rules of science.
The age of reason has extended to the economy. Gone are the days when there was any serious debate about the superiority of a market-based economy over any of its traditional alternatives, from feudalism to communism. True, there is plenty of room to fight about the proper role of government and of regulatory limits on private action, but almost all that debate takes place at the margins of the fundamental discovery that market mechanisms supplemented with some infrastructure investment and health and safety regulation generally work better than anything else in providing most goods and services.
That consensus for markets and rationality extends to regulation when it does happen. We've done a pretty good job in most areas of regulation of at least thinking in terms of cost-benefit analysis. The days of command and control regulation, in which the government directed you to do something regardless of cost and benefit, are long gone. And rightly so. If the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is to impose a regulation on the release of toxins in the drinking water, it needs to assess the harm of the toxin, the cost of compliance, and whether there are cheaper alternatives that would achieve the same end. More generally, any new government regulation must pass through the White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), a government office that assesses the costs and benefits of any new regulation. 2 We don't always get the balance right, but we have learned to ask the right questions.
IP rights are a form of government regulation of the free market designed to serve a useful social end-encouraging innovation and creation.
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Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, WHITE HOUSE, http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb /inforeg_default (last visited Apr. 7, 2015) . For a discussion of cost-benefit analysis in regulation, see EDITH STOKELEY & RICHARD ZECKHAUSER, A PRIMER FOR POLICY ANALYSIS 134-39 (1978) .
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See, e.g., Thomas Macaulay, Speech Before the House of Commons: Copyright (Feb. 5, 1841) , in SPEECHES ON POLITICS AND LITERATURE 176, 182 (1924) (stating that copyright imposes a "tax on readers for the purpose of giving a bounty to writers"); Shubha Ghosh, Patents and the represent government interventions in the marketplace that seek to achieve that desirable social end by restricting the freedom of some people (consumers, reusers, critics) to do what they want with their own real and personal property in order to improve the lives of other people (inventors and creators). My freedom to make art or build a new phone is constrained by a government requirement that my art or my phone not be too similar to someone else's. In the case of patents, that's true even if I have never heard of the other person or seen their phone or their patent, and indeed even if they never built a phone at all. 4 The fact that IP is government regulation of the marketplace doesn't mean it is a bad thing. Many regulations are desirable, and I think IP rights of some form are among them. But it does mean that it is not an inherently good thing. In a market-based economy, regulation requires some cost-benefit justification before we accept it.
For a long time, evidence that might support that justification was in short supply. We had a plausible-sounding theory: Rational actors won't spend a lot of money to create something if others can just copy it more cheaply.
5 But we had very little evidence one way or the other to bolster that theory. Fritz Machlup, commissioned by Congress in the 1950s to evaluate the patent system, came to the strikingly wishy-washy conclusion that if we didn't have a patent system, the evidence wouldn't justify creating one, but since we already had one the evidence REV. 899, 903 (2007) .
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It is true that we sometimes declare government limits on market entry to confer property rights on the protected firm. Taxi medallions are an example; a restriction on government entry into that market has given rise to a property right to be one of the privileged few allowed to participate in the market. See, e.g., Katrina Miriam Wyman, Problematic Private Property: The Case of New York Taxicab Medallions, 30 YALE J. REG. 125, 128 (2013) . But that does not make it any less regulatory, any more than the British grant to the East India Trading Company of the exclusive right to do business in India was anything other than a market entry restriction. See Yochai Benkler, Some Economics of Wireless Communications, 16 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 25, 25-27 (2002) . A "property" right to be the exclusive provider of airline service to a particular city is regulation whether or not we say you have a property right in the exclusivity the regulation has given you. As Tom Bell explains, "copyright and taxi medallions more resemble privileges than property." Tom W. Bell, Copyright Porn Trolls, Wasting Taxi Medallions, and REV. 989, 993-97 (1997). didn't justify abolishing it. 6 In short, we just didn't know very much about whether patents survived cost-benefit analysis. Things were no better by the 1980s; George Priest famously wrote that economists could tell lawyers virtually nothing about IP because there had been virtually no empirical study of IP regimes.
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That is no longer true. In the past three decades there has been an unprecedented-indeed, astonishing-outpouring of sophisticated empirical work on virtually every aspect of IP law and innovative and creative markets. 8 We now have empirical studies on who obtains IP rights, who enforces them, and who wins. 9 We have studies on how IP rights affect stock performance. 10 We have industry-specific studies that examine what drives creativity in virtually every field imaginable, including those protected by patents, by copyright, and by no IP right at all. 11 We have evidence about how innovation in various industries has 12 We have experimental evidence that explores how test subjects view the sale of things they have actually created, 13 and iterative-play games that model economies with different IP regimes. 14 We have surveys of creators and inventors that ask about their motivations. 15 And we have psychological studies that explore both why and how people create and how money affects (or does not affect) that creative impulse. 16 The upshot of all this evidence is something rather less than a complete vindication of the theory of IP regulation. As Lisa Ouellette puts it, "none of these studies resolves whether patents have a net positive effect on innovation, much less their net welfare effect, or whether alternative innovation incentives such as grants, prizes, and tax credits are inferior."
17 This doesn't mean that we are no better off than we were in Fritz Machlup's day. The problem isn't that we don't have enough evidence, or the right kind of evidence. The problem is that the picture painted by the evidence is a complicated one. The relationship between patents and innovation seems to depend greatly on industry; some evidence suggests that the patent system is worth the cost in the biomedical industries but not elsewhere. 18 Copyright industries seem to vary widely in how well they are responding to the challenge of the Internet, and their profitability doesn't seem obviously related to the ease or frequency of piracy. 19 The studies of the behavior of artists and inventors are similarly complicated. Money doesn't seem to be the prime motivator for most creators, and sometimes it can even suppress creativity.
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And an amazing number of people seem perfectly happy to create and share their work for free now that the Internet has given them the means to do so. At the same time, the money provided by IP allows the existence of a professional creative class that may be desirable for distributional reasons or because we like the sorts of things they create more than we do the work of amateurs.
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The decidedly ambiguous nature of this evidence should trouble us as IP lawyers, scholars, and policymakers. It is one thing to say in Fritz Machlup's day that we should trust in theory because the evidence isn't in yet. In the absence of evidence, he might well have been right that the best thing to do is maintain the idea that creation is driven by nonmonetary motivations by noting that they often coexist with monetary ones). status quo. But it is quite another thing to continue trusting in theory when we have gone out, collected the evidence, and found that it is far from clear that IP is doing the world more good than harm. Further, we are not just maintaining the status quo. We have been passing a host of new IP laws in recent decades, almost all directed at expanding IP rights, even as the evidence casts substantial doubt on the efficacy of those laws. Patent law has recently become an important exception; after a dramatic expansion in the powers of patent owners in the first 25 years of the Federal Circuit Congress and the courts are starting to cut back on those powers in various ways.
22 But copyright still seems to be expanding. And patent law is still much more powerful today than it was thirty years ago. If the evidence has a hard time justifying the existing regulatory structure we have built around IP, it has an even harder time justifying wave after wave of new laws that departs further from the free market in the name of protecting IP owners from Internet piracy.
If we had evidence that any other kind of government regulation-or medical advice, for that matter-probably wasn't helping much, or was only helping people in a few specialized areas, and might in fact be making things worse, the enlightened, reasonable thing to do would be to reassess that policy. When you are spending a lot of time and money every year in a governmentsponsored departure from the free market, even maintaining the status quo ought to require some evidentiary support. And doubling down on that policy certainly should.
Instead of questioning the theory of IP in light of this evidence, however, a number of people have instead sought ways to ignore the evidence and keep on doing what they have always been doing. Some of those ways are time-honored traditions in dealing with adverse evidence. Sometimes the approach is to attack the messenger. A lesson I learned early in my academic career is that while people will dispute, ignore, or shrug off policy arguments they disagree with, they get really incensed when the data disagrees with them. And one way they can justify ignoring that data is to persuade themselves that the source of that data must be biased in some way and so the numbers cannot be trusted. The most vitriolic attacks I have experienced in more than twenty years as a law professor were directed at the most innocuous-seeming papers-papers that presented data that revealed some uncomfortable facts about the status quo. Unfortunately, sometimes the numbers can't be trusted. A second reaction to data you don't like is to try to go out and buy some of your own. Companies with a vested interest in a system that empirical evidence calls into question have been spending a great deal of money to fund studies written (sometimes preposterously) to lead to the conclusion they support. 24 That makes it all the easier to rationalize ignoring evidence regardless of the form in which it comes.
Neither of these approaches is unique to IP law. We see them in efforts to deny the reality of climate change, for example. What is notable is that as evidence has come to IP law-a development that I naively thought all would welcome-more and more people have fought to keep it out. Indeed, when the Federal Trade Commission released its report on the patent system a decade ago, sparking the first wave of legislative patent reform, the report concluded with what its authors thought of as a good-government filler recommendation: that we should further study the relationship between patents and innovation. 25 To its surprise, that turned out to be its most controversial recommendation. 26 If you like the status quo, the very last thing you want, it seems, is to take a good hard look at whether it's working.
The resistance to evidence doesn't stop there, however. Participants on both sides of the IP debates are increasingly staking out positions that simply do not depend on evidence at all. That is, their response to evidence that doesn't accord with their beliefs is not to question their beliefs, or even to question the evidence, but to retreat to a belief system that doesn't require evidence at all. An example is Rob Merges at Berkeley, the leading patent scholar of the last generation and the strongest voice for economic analysis of the patent system. After decades at the forefront of economic analysis of the patent system, Merges threw up his hands: "Try as I might, I simply cannot justify our current IP system on the basis of verifiable data showing that people are better off with IP law than , available at http://www.hoover.org/ sites/default/files/ip2-wp14011-paper.pdf (purporting to find no innovation loss from patent holdup in software by declaring bananas and sugar to be "textbook holdup industries" and finding that prices fall faster for technologies subject to holdup than they do in bananas or sugar, despite the rather different characteristics of bananas and smartphones and the absence of any systematic holdup in bananas or sugar). they would be without it." 27 While one might think that the logical thing to do if the evidence doesn't support one's theory is to question the theory, Merges instead observes that "through all the doubts over empirical proof, my faith in the necessity and importance of IP law has only grown."
28 IP rights, he decides, are Rights in the moral sense: things to which people have some intrinsic entitlement that "social utility alone is not reason enough to override."
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Merges is not alone; as he notes, "I seem to have a lot of company" in jettisoning utilitarianism for talk of morality.
30 Richard Spinello and Maria Bottis, for instance, take the position that IP rights are "primarily . . . a requirement of natural law and justice."
31 And there are many others. 32 Even many economists have begun to talk not in terms of evidence and cost-benefit analysis, but of property in ideas as an end in and of itself.
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Merges refers to his "faith" in IP law, and that is exactly the right word. I call this retreat from evidence faith-based IP, both because adherents are taking the validity of the IP system on faith and because the rationale for doing so is a form of religious belief. 34 The adherents of this new religion believe in IP. They INQUIRY 595, 596 (2012) (arguing that brands operate as a form of religion that trademark law endorses). This is distinct from those who seek guidance in existing religions to evaluate IP doctrines. For a discussion and collection of sources, see Thomas C. Berg, Foreword: Intellectual Property and Religious Thought, 10 don't believe it is better for the world than other systems, or that it encourages more innovation. Rather, they believe in IP as an end in itself-that IP is some kind of prepolitical right to which inventors and creators are entitled. Because that is a belief, evidence cannot shake it any more than I can persuade someone who believes in the literal truth of the bible that his god didn't create the world in seven days. Sure, there may be geological and archeological evidence that makes the seven-day story implausible. But faith is not just ambivalent about evidentiary support; it is remarkably resistant to evidentiary challenge. Indeed, many proponents of this new religion even tout that as an advantage for their faith, claiming that it "avoids the need for empirical validation demanded by the utilitarian approach."
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II. THE PROBLEMS WITH FAITH-BASED IP
Now, you can think what you like about religion. I know lots of people who find value in it. But IP strikes me as an odd thing to make the basis of one's faith, for several reasons.
First, once one abandons utilitarianism it is hard to find a basis for a prepolitical right to IP. Natural law theories used to owe their origin to a belief that a god not only made the world and the people in it, but also made the rules we take for granted. But even the die-hard natural law theorists have mostly abandoned that way of thinking.
36 Instead, they turn to some version of the "I made it and so I own it," often attributing that sentiment to John Locke, or Hegel, or, U. ST. THOMAS L.J. 579, 580 (2014) more recently, Rawls. 37 But those theories have more than their fair share of problems, starting with the fact that none of these latter-day prophets of IP actually included IP at all in their theories. 38 Rather, they spoke of real property and chattels, not ideas. Whether or not Locke makes a convincing case that you make an apple your property by investing labor in picking it from a tree-and I wouldn't advise you to try it with the next apple tree you come across unless you want to be arrested or shot-the fact is that ideas are not much like apples. For the IP faithful, it is important to elide this difference in order to give the rather recent doctrines of IP some historical roots in property theory. 39 But, leaving aside the fact that real property is hardly dictated from on high either, 40 as I have explained at length elsewhere, IP is not like real property or chattels in any meaningful sense. 41 Even if we want to grant Locke "his" apple, it is a big further step to say that by discovering that he can pick an apple from a tree, Locke has a moral claim to deprive anyone else from doing the same thing.
But that is exactly what IP does. It intervenes in the market to interfere with the freedom of others to do what they want in hopes of achieving the end of encouraging creativity. If we take that purpose out of the equation, we are left with a belief system that says the government should restrict your speech and freedom of action in favor of mine, not because doing so will improve the world, but simply because I spoke first. 42 But why do we think there is some entitlement (1840) (arguing that "property is theft" because it involves government allocation of land formerly held in common to one individual). Real property has the advantage that it was generally created by a political body a long time ago, so it is easier to take it for granted as an entitlement rather than recognize it as a political decision that had distributional consequences. 41. Lemley, supra note 8, at 1032. 42. Rochelle Dreyfuss has derided this sort of thinking of "if value, then right." Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss, Expressive Genericity: Trademarks as Language in the Pepsi Generation, 65 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 397, 405 (1990) . As Felix Cohen once explained: "The vicious circle inherent in this reasoning is plain. It purports to base legal protection upon economic value, when, as a matter of actual fact, the economic value of a sales device depends upon the extent to which it will be legally to be the only one allowed to say a particular thing, or to make a particular product, simply because I did so first? Why not give the right instead to the last person to do so, or the person with the longest last name, or with the longest eyelashes? Most often, the answer turns out to be a utilitarian one-because we believe that doing so privileges creativity and therefore encourages someone to strive to be first. But that is an empirical prediction, not one we can simply assume to be true. Perhaps the answer is that we value work for its own sake, and so the fact that you did work means you own the results of that work. After all, we call Locke's articulation the labor theory of value. 43 Leaving aside the underlying utilitarian justifications there-why exactly do we value work if not for the results it generates?-IP turns out not to map particularly well to a labor-reward instinct. We grant extremely valuable patents to accidental discoverers 44 and extremely valuable copyrights to photographers who happened to be in the right place at the right time. 45 Further, we allow those rights to be enforced even against people who put more productive work into the final product than the IP owner-the companies who actually make products based on an idea sketched out by a patent troll 46 and the artists who remake a photo into an iconic image.
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The answer cannot be that other people don't have the same kind of interest in the idea as the first creator does. That may sometimes be true-I have a connection to the words I write, surely-but that connection does not require exclusivity. It might justify moral rights of attribution or integrity, but those are the smallest portions of the rights IP law confers. 48 on what other people can do with the speech they encounter, even if they can make productive use of it and even if their connection to the speech is every bit as strong as the author's (as is the case in much fan fiction, for instance). We don't tolerate that kind of speech restriction anywhere else in society. I have the right to wear a T-shirt that says "fuck the draft" 49 whether or not I came up with the phrase-unless, that is, someone copyrights it or trademarks it, as people have done with the smiley face, the phrase "class of 2000," the letter pi, and a host of other terms. A utilitarian IP framework has a metric for deciding whether we should give control over those terms to the people who claim them. But if IP is a Right, granted to the first creator not for a purpose but simply because they are first, it is hard to find a similar limiting principle.
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The problem is even worse when the copyright or trademark defendant has herself done something creative: retelling a story, mocking a song, or otherwise transforming a work. Now we have creators on both sides. A utilitarian system will give us some way to parse the competing claims of those two creators. But a moral claim that "I created it and so I own it" doesn't help very much. 51 We could imagine a natural rights theory of IP that said, "I created it and so I own it unless you yourself added to it," but where does that theory come from? Not from John Locke, surely.
52 Nor from real property law, in which the rule of accession usually works the other way. 53 Perhaps the moral rule is some form of "whoever added the most value to a work gets to own it," a theory that would account for fair use. But how are we to decide who added the most value without some sort of utilitarian calculus? And even if we did decide that maximizing value was a moral rather 49. Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 15 (1971) . 50. See, e.g., Katyal, supra note 35, at 929 ("classifying intellectual property as a fundamental right gives us very little insight as to how to balance such a right against other fundamental rights, like freedom of speech."). Lockeans point to the proviso that "enough and as good" be left for others, see Wendy J. Gordon, A Property Right in Self-Expression: Equality and Individualism in the Natural Law of Intellectual Property, 102 YALE L.J. 1533, 1538 (1993) , but that won't help much here, not only because it doesn't describe what IP law actually does but also because the fact that I could say something other than "fuck the draft" is cold comfort. Often it is the expression, not just the idea, that matters in communication. Indeed, Gordon's thesis is that a natural law theory of copyright that took Locke seriously would provide substantially more speech protection than IP law in fact does. 51. See, e.g., Mark A. Lemley & Mark P. McKenna, Owning Mark(et)s, 109 MICH. L. REV. 137, 184 (2010) than a utilitarian principle, it would quite often lead to results that are radically different than existing IP law. Whatever value J.K. Rowling gets from ownership of her works is surely far outweighed by the collective value her readers and fan fiction writers get from them. 54 That is even more true of Apple's iPhone, the value of which, while considerable to Apple, is surely dwarfed by the collective social value that accrues to its millions of users. But we do not declare the Harry Potter novels or the iPhone to be in the public domain merely because doing so will give ownership to the people-consumers and reusers-who collectively value the works more than their creators do. The IP faithful resist that analysis, not because it is economically wrong, but because they are not really about maximizing value at all. Sure, more people might be better off with weaker IP rights, but IP rights still trump because they are, well, rights.
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The problem is worse still in patent law. In most industries the overwhelming use of patents is not to sue people who copy the plaintiff's invention, but to sue independent inventors-people who themselves used their own ideas and their own private property to make things, and who often had never heard of the plaintiff or their patent.
56 If "I created it and so I own it" is true, why don't I own, or even have the right to make, the thing I invented when it turns out someone halfway around the world invented it a few days before? There may be a utilitarian reason to impinge on someone's freedom in this way in the service of encouraging transactions or making patent rights stronger and therefore encouraging people to strive for them, 57 though one can reasonably question whether doing so is good public policy. 58 But it is awfully hard to come up with a moral theory of IP that can explain why the first inventor has a right to prevent all independent inventors from developing their own ideas regardless of the social cost that granting that right imposes.
54. For an effort to try to measure the "units of joy" Rowling's book offers to her and to a reader, see Shubha Ghosh, Managing the IP Sprawl, 49 San Diego L. Rev. 979, 1013 Rev. 979, -14 (2012 IP rights, then, impose significant costs on freedoms we value, from free speech to the ability to make and sell products in a market economy to the freedom to make the very kinds of inventions that give rise to the right in the first place. And they do so because the government has selected, sometimes arbitrarily, particular individuals to be deserving of those rights. 59 Having the government limit the freedoms of some people in order to channel more money to other people might be a good idea in some circumstances-if, for instance, it encourages the privileged ones to create things that they share with the ones whose freedom is limited. But it is a very odd thing to believe in as some intrinsic good in itself, regardless of whatever evidence there might be to the contrary.
Part of the faith people place in IP regardless of the evidence seems to come from a faith in the status quo-a feeling that IP must be a good thing because we always did it that way and it worked. But "don't mess with success" is itself a utilitarian, not a faith-based, story. We should not mess with something only if it has in fact succeeded. The status quo is not a good in and of itself, to be protected no matter what evidence accumulates that it is rotten.
Perhaps the IP faithful hope to use the status quo as a sort of burdenshifting presumption, demanding stronger evidence to justify changing it. This is a particularly effective argument when the evidence is inconclusive or contradictory, or when (as with IP) it leads mostly to the conclusion that "it's complicated." But it doesn't work very well to justify IP in its current form, for the simple reason that IP rights look rather different today than they did even a few decades ago, generally in the direction of more and more powerful IP protections. Trademark rights extend to prevent uses that would happily have coexisted fifty years ago. We have added a slew of new copyright statutes, expanding the term as well as the scope of protection, increasing penalties, and reaching conduct further and further removed from actual infringements. We issued six times as many patents in 2014 as we did three decades before, and most of the patent suits filed are brought by patent trolls, a category of plaintiffs that didn't even exist forty years ago and that one might think has a weaker moral claim on IP than people who actually make products. If your religion is really conservatism-not in the political sense but in the sense of resisting change because you like things pretty much the way they are-you ought to hate what modern IP law has become. And indeed in their more candid moments, the faithful admit that the move to moral justifications is designed to bias the analysis in favor of the IP owner. 60 While I have focused my attention here on faith-based theories of IP, I should be clear that the flight from evidence toward belief is a problem that is not limited to proponents of IP. The "information wants to be free" crowd is often guilty of the same sort of conduct, substituting a freedom-based or cultural vision of the way they think the world should be for reasoned analysis based on the evidence. 61 Information doesn't want to be free any more than it wants to be owned. What we as a society want the rules for information to be should depend on whether those rules will do more harm than good, not on our instincts or our beliefs. And while it is surely right that we need to take account of what people want and how they actually behave in answering that question, doing so is at base a utilitarian inquiry not advanced by a priori talk of Rights.
III. THE CONSEQUENCES OF FAITH-BASED IP
Maybe-hopefully-I have persuaded you that we need to take seriously the evidence we have about how well or poorly the IP system works. That doesn't mean I have persuaded you that we should abandon IP. Indeed, I haven't tried to do so; I don't think the evidence justifies that conclusion. As Dan Burk and I have argued, the evidence may well lead to different conclusions for different industries. 62 Nor do I want to make you focus exclusively on money or the rational actor assumptions of classical law and economics. A number of scholars have usefully reminded us that a utilitarian calculus can and should value more than simply dollars.
63 And many-too many-law and economics scholars seem to believe the optimal rules of IP can be derived from the theory of real property rather than from evidence.
For that matter, you can reject the classic incentive-based justification for IP and still articulate an evidence-based argument. It could conceivably be, for instance, that people are more creative if they think the world will treat them fairly, and that they view free riding as inherently unfair. Or perhaps your theory is that people will create only if they know that their grandchildren will be well-providedfor after they are gone. On the other side, you might oppose IP protection not because you think it won't drive innovation but because you think society focuses too much on innovation and not enough on other values. 64 I'm skeptical of all three theories, but they are theories that might justify IP protection that one could articulate and then test against the evidence. If your theory is one that can be tested, and if you will update your beliefs as new evidence comes in, good for you. You're not my target in this Essay.
Rather, the line I hope to draw here is between theories of IP that are responsive to evidence and those that are impervious to it. The evidentiary support for the current IP regime is dubious enough that it should prompt us to have a serious conversation as a society about when IP is serving the goals of encouraging the creation and dissemination of new content and when it isn't. At the very least, one would hope, I could persuade you to look at the evidence. 65 But if you are one of the faithful, I probably haven't persuaded you. The psychology literature suggests that while people are willing to be corrected about factual inaccuracies-things they think are true but are not-they are essentially impervious to correction once the thing that turns out to be untrue crosses the line into a belief. 66 And that leads me to the last-and, to me, most worrisomeproblem with faith-based IP. If you are a true believer, we have nothing to say to each other. I don't mean by that that I am giving up on you, deciding that you're not worth my time to persuade. Rather, I mean that we simply cannot speak the same language. There is no principled way to compare one person's claim to lost freedom to another's claim to a right to ownership. Nor is there a way to weigh your claim of moral entitlement against evidence that the exercise of that right actually reduces creativity by others. Faith-based IP is at its base a religion and not a science because it does not admit the prospect of being proven wrong. 67 The inevitable result of a move toward faith-based IP is that we will make policy based on our instincts without being able to engage in a meaningful conversation about the wisdom of that policy. 68 And whether your instincts support IP or oppose it, hopefully we can agree that that is not a recipe for success.
